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AB3TBACI
The present investigation la a study of tha 
decomposition characteristics of several organic 
and inorganic compounds*
Suitable equipment for high temperature gao-» 
oouo Kinetic atadlaa# oomprlaod of a photoelectric* 
ally operated high tomporaturo bath* an automation 
ally oporatod praaouro ragulator oontaining a glaaa 
diaphragm has boon developed*
Iodine trlohlorlde9 dimethyl and diethyl earn 
honatee were found to he unsuitable for euoh a 
study because the former was dlffioult to prepare 
in a state of Known purity while the latter deoom* 
posed heterogeneously*
The reaction rates for the dimethyl and diethyl 
oarbonateB decomposition were determined under vary* 
ing surface conditions and definitely shown to be 
heterogeneous*
Ethyl ohlorooarbonate decomposes homogeneously 
in the gas phase between ISO and 195°Q* and from 
£0 to 700 mm* of meroury pressure* The rate constant 
over this range of temperatures has been found to 
be given by the equations
-fcSdlQ 
k = 6.5 x IQ10 xC w
i
It has teen noted that the rate constant de» 
oreaees with a deoreaee in Initial pressure in so* 
oordanoe with the modified collision hypothesis*
In comparing the adequacy of the various equations 
and theories tending to explain homogeneous uni* 
molecular gas reactions it has ueen calculated 
that the degrees of freedom required for the mole* 
oule studied are nine according to the simpler of 
these theories (that of iiinshelwood* known as fheory 
I) 9 and fourteen in the hice and hamuperger and 
hasael theories (theories II and III)*
In general* theories II mid III are shown to 
fit the e perimental facts most adequately* the 
numerical calculations being in avor of theory 111* 
ihe effect of Kg and C0£ on the reaction rate 
has been determined*
Further investigation* era under way at present 
with the aim of studying the effect of other guoes 
and low pressures upon the reaction* A i onoohromator 
is also in the process of construction for the photo* 
chemical tudy of this reaction in the gas* liquid 
and solution phases* It io hoped that when these 
further studieu are con, lets interesting information 





"Ihe entire field of physical chemistry 
might perhaps be divided into Thermodynamics, 
whioh is essentially legislative in character, 
and KXnetios, whioh ie essentially executive. 
The former subject stipulates changes whioh 
are permitted and describes conditions from 
whioh no ohange is allowed; it is left to the 
latter to say what will actually occur*—
"It is, then, of the greatest practical 
and theoretical importance to understand the 
prineiples which govern the rates of chemical 
reaction*—
"Physios has always been relatively help* 
less in treating liquids, whioh have neither 
the simple struoture of a crystal nor the con* 
venient dilution of a gas* It seems desirable 
on that account that any attempt to discover 
the fundamental principles in the field of re­
action rates should not begin with the baffl­
ing complexities of liquid reactions* The re­
actions of solids are rather rare, and almost 
never homogeneous, so that the gaseous state 
is clearly indicated as the most suitable for 
such an attempt.
"It is true that there la only a limited 
amount of experimental material dealing with 
the ratee of gae reactions*— "
This statement of Kassel (1), if it is 
a represent at ire expression of the faote of 
the field of kinetics, will* in itself, be 
sufficient for the undertaking of any orlgi- 
nal research in kinetics —  particularly the 
discovery and study of a homogeneous, unimo- 
leoular gas reaction* Perhaps the explanation 
of the last statement in the quotation from 
Kassel lies in the fact that the field is com­
paratively new and that the chemist of past 
generations was primarily interested in pro­
duction and "cost factors" rather than in the 
purely theoretical concepts of chemical changes* 
Kinetios is still sadly lacking in well- 
tested, proven hypotheses that are applicable 
to all cases. In order to postulate kinetic 
theories that will hold over a range of reac­
tions, it is necessary to base them upon ki­
netic studies whioh are simple and free from 
complications. It would not only be difficult 
but it would be inadvisable to attempt to ob­
tain fundamental kinetic relationships by
9
studying reactions whioh are exceedingly com* 
plex in mechanism*
She simplest reaction suitable for kinetic 
study is the homogeneous* unimolecular gas 
reaction* in which both reactant and products 
are gaseous in character and are not affected 
by the surface of the enclosing wall* A  uni- 
moleoular gas reaction sensitive to wall ef­
fects is still of little value from a theoret­
ical standpoint due to our lack of knowledge 
of catalytic processes* We should* therefor* 
attempt to develop an unfailing mechanism for 
the explanation of homogeneous* unimolecular 
reactions* Shis may then be used to advantage 
in the study of catalysis* solvent effect and 
other environmental influences*
Einshelwood (£) states that* at present* 
a very considerable number of gaseous unimo­
le oular reactions are known* a surprisingly 
small number of these are homogeneous and of 
simple nature*
fhree outstanding theories seem at pre­
sent applicable to unimolecular gas reactions* 
fhe data available is meager and evenly divid­
ed* It does not permit us to ohoose one of
4
these and say that it is the true theory with 
whioh to explain all reaotions on a fcinetio 
basis*
fhis study was started with the aim of 
discovering an unstudied, homogeneous unimolec* 
alar gas reaction, oompiling data and utilis­
ing the data obtained to test the three theo* 
ries in vogue at present and so determine 
whioh of these is closest to the ultimate truth* 
While the study is still far from being complete 
it is our belief that enough has been done to 
add appreciably to our fund of knowledge in the 
field of kinetics*
6
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
It is generally accepted that only acti­
vated moleoalee undergo reaction* This fact 
was first noted by Arrhenius (3) when he ob­
served that the empirical constant E in the
eauation d In k _ E (1)
"" d? -
which he proposed as giving the quantitative 
relationship between the change in rate of a 
reaction with temperature has the dimensions 
of energy* This fact was deduced from a study 
of van’t Hoff's equilibrium equation* Tolman 
(4) haB more recently shown, as a result of the 
application of statistical mechanics, that 
the equation is essentially correct* It is 
generally agreed that activated molecules are 
those having an energy content greater than 
the average* This excess energy is not in 
the form of displaced electrons but is rather 
increased vibrational energy* Fundamentally 
this is all that we may say with oertainty*
The mechanism by whioh moleoules become acti­
vated was in doubt until quite recently* One
of the earlier theories advanced to explain 
activation was the Radiation Hypothesis of
6
Chemical Reaction promoted jointly by w* c* 
tt, Lewis (3), fraut* (6) and Perrin (7)« Ac­
cording to their reasoning the most important 
means by which molecules became activated was 
by their reaction with quanta of light in the 
infra red region of the spectrum* This theory 
was especially designed to account for the 
activation of molecules in unimolecular reac­
tions as it was argued then that these reactions 
could not depend upon collision for activation* 
However, Langmoir (8) showed as early as 1920 
that the observed reaction rates could not be 
accounted for by this hypothesis* Porther 
arguments against the theory were put forth 
(0), the strongest being that increase in the 
intensity of light of the calculated wave length 
for a given reaction did not increase the re­
action rate* Though this hypothesis failed 
in its original purpose, it served to stimu- 
late the interest in binotic research to such 
an extent that it may be said to mark, the be­
ginning of modern kinetics*
With the failure of the radiation hypothe­
sis it became necessary to develop more com­
pletely the alternate, or collision, theory*
7
This concept, activation by collision, is not 
bo difficult to real!20 as wight appear at 
first glance* If one considers, then, that 
through collision a molecule takes on enough 
energy to become activated one might readily 
conceive that, although the molecule possesses 
enough, or even more than enough, energy to 
decompose, it might take some small interval 
of time for this energy to localise itself in
the proper position within the molecule for 
it to decompose* Then, if the number of mole* 
coles confined in a definite spaoe were large 
and the collision frequency correspondingly 
great, the rate of reaotion would necessarily 
be governed by the rate of localization within 
the molecule* This was the basis of Lindemann's 
(10) argument* /mother mechanism by which 
activation could be produced by collision is 
that proposed by Christiansen and Kramers (11)* 
According to their reasoning an activated 
molecule may break up to form its reaotion 
products* The resulting products, due to the 
activation energy previously present in the 
reaotant molecule and any added energy due to 
the heat of reaction, may be considered as
a
being in highly excited states* By collision 
they may transfer this energy to another re* 
actant molecule and oauae its activation.
Thus collisions would tend to propagate the 
reaction essentially by means of energy chains* 
According to both of these mechanismst if the 
original concentration of reactant molecules 
is made small* and collision frequency becomes 
correspondingly small* the frequency of colli* 
sion will then become the rate determining 
factor. This predicts that* at low pressures* 
the specific reaction rate should fall off 
appreciably* This is in direct contradiction 
to Perrin*s (12) assumption that unimolecular 
reactions should be totally independent of the 
initial concentration* or pressure* and that 
if one werG to expand a gas, theoretically to 
zero pressure* the rate would remain constant* 
If Perrin's assumption proved to be correct 
it could be argued that the mechanism of uni* 
molecular reactions could not be explained on 
a collision basis.
Until 19E6 the decomposition of nitrogen 
pentoxlde was the only known gaseous uninoleo* 
ulor reaction* It had been studied at length
$
by Daniels and Johnston (13) and others down 
to low pressures* Its velooity constant did 
not seera to fall off. This was contrary to 
the collision theory* Moreover, when irrad* 
lated strongly with wave lengths of light 
that should theoretically have accelerated 
the reaotion (14), no effect was noticed*
Thus the one reaotion tended to throw out 
both tine tic theories prevalent at that time* 
However, after 1926 other unimolecular gas 
reactions were discovered* all of which show*
ed a definite decrease in specific reaotion 
rate at lower pressures* Other studies were 
then made with nitrogen pentoxide (lb, 16, 17) 
and it was found that a definite decrease in 
rate occurred at pressures below 0*06 mm*
This, of course, substantiated the collision 
theory and nullified Perrin1e arguments*
And so it has become evident that acti* 
vation, even in the case of unimolecular reac­
tions, must be explained on a basis of molec­
ular collisions* It is here that difficulties 
arise. Having granted that activation oooura 
through collision of molecules, one must nece­
ssarily designate the exact implication of
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motivation* The general concession la that 
when a molecule oontalna a da finite amount 
of energy equal to or greater than a given 
energy (whioh la neoeaearlly greater than 
the average energy content of the moleoalea) 
that moleoale may be considered aa being in 
an motivated condition* Under any given eon* 
ditiona the number of molecules in this acti­
vated state may be roughly calculated from 
Boltsman'e equation:
iJO. = f *
n ^  (2)
where v\r - the number of motivated moleoulea;
Y\ = the total number of molecules#
Here the term o  representa the frac­
tion of molecules having an energy content 
equal to or greater than £0* It can readily 
be shown from this equation and from the simple 
gas laws# for a specific case considering fiQ 
aa being £5#000 cals## that an inorease in 
temperature of only 100 0#9 while increasing 
the total kinetio energy of a mol of gas by 
only about 3£# practically triples the number 
of moleoalea having the energy content of 
£5#000 oals# fhis is in accord with the large
11
temperature coefficients of most reactions*
How, although activated moleoalea are 
necessary for a reaotion to occur* it ia not 
necessarily true that all aotiTated moleoalea 
undergo reaction* Let aa suppose that a mole­
cule* through collision with anothert obtains 
enough energy to beoome aotiTated# In the 
next instant of time any one of a number of 
things may occurt
(a) She molecule may react—  
(in our special oaae we are considering merely 
the breakdown of a single molecule into two
or more simpler ones)*
(b) It may collide with a 
wall, lose energy and beoome deactiTated#
(o) It may oollide with 
an unaotlTated molecule and lose sufficient 
energy to beoome deactiTated#
(d) It may oollide with 
another aotiTated molecule in whioh oase one 
will beoome deaotlTated* Considering the rel- 
atlTely small number of aotiTated molecules 
present at one timef however* this last effect 
is negligible# If one assumes that at every 
collision a statistical redistribution of on- 
ergy occurs* then it can be shown that prao-
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tioally ©vary collision Involving an activated 
molecule results In deactivation# Shis has 
boon substantiated by th© calculations of 
Lindemann (10)* Bod©bash (18)* Christianson 
(19)* Hinshelwood (£0)* Fowler and Rldeal (£1)* 
Rice and Ramsperger (22)* Rloe (28) and Kassel 
(£d)«
Using these faots three slightly different* 
though related* theories have been reached#
!£h© chief differences in these theories are 
due to the following trends of thought# In 
what is generally known as theory 1* proposed 
by Hinaholwood (28)* the fact is recognised 
that the energy in an activated molecule must 
be localised at a definite point within the 
molecule before reaotion can occur* Shis im­
portant contribution was first made by Christ­
iansen (26) who showed that the degrees of 
freedom within molecules must be taken into 
consideration# Hinshelwood* however* in this 
theory holds that the excess energy above the 
minimum (SQ) required for activation has no 
effect on the speoiflo rate# In theory II* 
proposed by Rice and Ramsperger (22), the ex­
cess energy above B0 is taken into considers-
u
tion* However* they assume that the energy 
must he localised in one square term* theory 
III* proposed by Kassel (£4) shortly after 
the theory of Biee and Eamspergex is essenti­
ally the same as II except that in his deri­
vation Kassel considers that the energy must 
he centered in a single degree of freedom 
whioh necessarily involves two square terms*
All three of these theories are merely 
attempts to account for two things:
(1) If one assumes that the en­
ergy of activation is derived from the kinetic 
energy of impact between two molecules (which 
holds for blmolecular reactions) it is found 
experimentally that most unimolecular reactions 
are m&oh faster than the rate calculated from the 
simple Arrhenius equation* In fact* in the 
gaseous decomposition of aoetone (£7) at 800°
ftabsolute* 10 times as many molecules reaat 
in unit time as are theoretically calculated*
(£) fhe decrease in the speoifie 
reaotion rate with Increasing dilution (i*e*« 
the low pressure effect)*
fhe development of fhaory I may he sum­
marised as follows (£8):
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All of the internal degrees of free­
dom of the molecule are tafcen into considera­
tion and the assumption ie made that all the 
hinds of energy in a large number of these 
degrees of freedom may combine, or add to the 
impaot energy transfer, to constitute the en­
ergy of activation, H. Lewis and D* F* 
Smith t£9), Hinshelwood (£5), and Fowler and 
Hideal (£1) have shown mathematically that 
in considering a molecule of "n* square terms,
accurately the probability of that molecule 
having an internal energy equal to or greater 
than S0« With this important substitution it 
is found that for the proper value of ”n" 
this factor leads to much larger results than 
the simpler Boltzman term* Temperature has 
relatively the same effect on this factor as 
on the older form* If we now consider a gas 
in statistical equilibrium the following may 
be statedt
coles present, /Vf the number in an activated 
state thens
the factor
the Boltsman factor 0  *T determines more
If N is the total number of mole-
u
N (fc*-0! (3)
Due to activation and deactivation toy collision
wo say consider 3^ as the numbor of molecules
entering the aotiTated state in unit time and
Z£ the number leaving* As we are considering
a state of equilibrium the following most be
trues 2 = Z • Since it is aooepted that 1 £
erery oollision of an aotiTated molecule leads 
to its deactivation we may then oonsider 
as being equal to the number of collisions 
entered into by aotiTated molecules in unit 
time* Since is equivalent to the total 
number of collisions occur ring in unit time 
multiplied by the ratio of the number of aoti- 
vated molecules to the total number of molecules 
present, substituting the appropriate values 
from equation (S) we get:
fhis express ion negleots the extremely small 
number of collisions between two activated 
molecules.
If the equilibrium originally postulated 
is considered as being disrupted by the remov*
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al —  throng reaotion —  of Borae of the mole- 
coles entering the activated state then may 
be considered as being the maximum rate for 
their reformation* Lindemann says that at the 
higher pressures where h is unaffected by slight 
changes in Initial pressure must be greater 
than the observed rate of reaotion slnoe it Is 
not a determining factor in actually measuring 
k* Then, if this be true* it is reasonable to 
assume that just at the pressure where the 
constant begins to fall off* the rate of re­
action is just sufficient to keep up the re­
action rate* By determining* then* the pressure 
at which the rate just starts to fall and e- 
coating the expression for the rate of acti­
vation and the aotual number of molecules re­
acting one may determine the numerical value 
of n* The method usually used in determining 
the limiting pressure to use is to plot l/fc 
against l/p and draw the best curve to fit 
the experimental points* according to Hin- 
shelwood's theory this should be a straight 
line* Theories II and III predict this plot 
to be a curve concave to the l/p axis* The 
value of the intercept which the curve crosses
17
on the l A  axis la then taken as the limiting 
ralae for p, ie* the lowest pressure before which 
k starts to fall off*
Slnoe a new faotor has been used for the 
Boltsmaa tern the energy of activation is no 
longer equal to £» as In the Arrhenius equation, 
but to B+(in~l) BT* This may be arrived at by 
substituting in the Arrhenius equation the proper
by taking logarithms and differentiating}
She total number of collisions is arrived at from:
where s
Z - number of ooUiaions/co./seeend 
0 = molecular diameter 
n- number of moleoules/oc*
B = 8.216 X 107 
The number of moleoules per ce* is obtained from
~*T fJL)
faetors K = S -S. . (fl77(Vz h-/)!




the simple gas equation!
N ~ py x tot xi«*3
fit <»>
Hinshelwood states that there is no apparent rel- 
ationship between the number of square terms cal­
culated (n) and moleoular structure*
It may be noted that in his derivation 
Hinshelwood considers that activated moleculeB 
having an excess of energy above E0 react at the 
same rate as molecules having the minimum energy 
required for activation*
Theories II and III have both been arrived 
at in similar fashion through quantum mechanics* 
here the various quantum states possible of the 
molecules are considered* Individual reaction 
rates (relatively) are arrived at for molecules 
in different quantum states and the observed rate 
calculated by summing over all the quantum states 
possible*
It is assumed that is the specific reaction 
rate for molecules in the j quantum state* Fur­
thermore* for a molecule to react at all* at 
least m quanta of energy mu^t be localized in one 
or more particular degrees of freedom* Then it 
may be stated that for valueB of J that are less 
than m* kj=Q; for values of j equal to or great­
19
er than a 9 fcj = A • fhe energy ne ess&ry to 
breafc the bond involved in the reaction is mh V#
• ith these assumptions the reaction rate at high
pressures ie reached beings . ,
kv\ \ J ̂
K„: t ) * £ ( ? ? )  e T
fhe number of molecules having J quanta ores
/• \ /  ̂Ji V \ S - J t V*^  J- (i - e  ArJ e  *t (u)
fhe final term being essentially the binomial 
expansions
y /jbi-5-i\ -iyp _ /rr ii-i G  +■ • • •f  ( 3-, J e  * = < + 5 e  <- a.i (12)
By further assumptions and simplifications 
Kioe and nancperger (2c) show that equation (8) 
Lay be reduced to the simple Arrhenius form#
?or the opooi lo rate at any pressure they d©«* 
rives oo
A  = -1- 4  K kZ xN i J (12)
where Zj is the aotual number of molecules per 
ml* containing J quanta# hinoe fcj Is aero when 
J Is less than m and a constant A when J le 
equal to or greater than m 9 substituting in 
(12) and comparing with (10) and (11) they arrive 
at the conclusion that!
A =_2_ ^  Ajl - (14)
i + X  j1  N
a.M
£0
A w  — l + X  — I + \ 'h.T (18)
^  o.N o- P
Shue far the theory la exactly the same ae 
Theory I although arrived at in a more rigor* 
ou6 maimer by quant cun mechanics* This theory 
predicts that a plot of l/lc against l/p (or 
1/i) should result in a straight line having 
a slope of l//$f. This prediction is not borne 
out by experimental values,
Thus the Important innovation is intro* 
duoed that activated molecules containing an 
excess of energy above £0 will tend to deoom* 
pose relatively taster than those molecules 
having the minimum energy required for acti­
vation,
Then, considering a molecule with & degrees 
of freedomt J quanta of energy, and assuming 
that at least m quanta must be located in one 
degree of freedom for reaction to occur, the 
probaoility that under these conditions at least 
m quanta will be localised in the one given do*
gree of freedom is; 
j ! (j-yn + S-l)!
(j-*)! ( j+s - i ) !
(£•£. 80)
From this jiassel then assumes:
K . _ A j)
(j-»n)l (J+S-/)! {16)
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where ft is merely a proportionality factor* 
from equation (16) Bice, Kamsperger and 
Kassel arrive at the following, in place of 
equation (16):
j l  . ^
K ° . H (p+mjl (fr-t-5-0!
°° 1 ,pj (J> + yn + 5-01
Equation (17) then predicts that as P increases 
the numerator decreases (due to the exponent of 
d  and that the ratio decreases with an
increase in temperature* Using quantum formulas 
throughout, Kassel (24) gives as the final form, 
in place of the Arrhenius equation:
In arriving at this equation, Kassel states 
that precise assumptions had to he made as to 
tne oscillator frequencies* In order to obviate 
these assumptions Bice (61) used a statistical 
method of treatment and obtained for his final 
form:
K, = ft® c e J Z  £>) (i»)
V5o= V "
££
wherein S  is the actual number of degrees of 
freedom within the moleoule under considers* 
tion* It is numerically equal tot
S= 3 (*-**) (£0)
where >i is the actual number of atoms in the 
moleoule ($&)# In considering these degrees 
of freedom translational and rotational energy 
are neglected as the former is not within the 
molecule itself and the latter is negligible 
in comparison to the vibrational* Hot all of 
the theoretically calculated degrees of freedom 
for a specific molecule need neoessarily be 
taken into consideration (33* 34)*
The foregoing is essentially a brief resume 
of both Theories II and III* Mention may be 
made of the laot that in their derivations Kas~ 
eel’s differs from that of Rioe and Ramtperger 
in the consideration of the oscillators in the 
molecule* Kassel assumes that the energy for 
the breakdown must be localised in a single 
degree of freedom* involving £(n) square terms* 
while Rioe and Bamsperger assume the energy to 
localize in but a single square term*
A brief survey of the known unimolecular* 
homogeneous gas reactions may now be in order*
£3
fhe classical study, of coarse, is that of 
Daniels and Johnston (13) on the gaseous decom­
position of nitrogen pentoxide, Although a 
great deal of the theory of kinetics is based 
on the experimental data of this reaction it is 
generally recognised that it is not as simple 
as might be desired since the mechanism has 
been suggested to be:
(a) B̂ jO, s \ 0 a + 0 2
(B) H_0r, = HO + B0_ (Ref. SB)25 O d
Co) BO + JLO- = 8B0o<~ o d
farther complications lie, of course, in the 
equilibrium maintained between the di~ and the 
tetroxidei
fhe reaction stands alone inasmuch as no fall 
off in the reaction rate is observed until one 
reaches an extremely low pressure# It un­
doubtedly is the most accurately studied# 
a large number of well &nown fcinetlolats have 
investigated this reaction over all possible 
pressure ranges, as well as in the presence of 
nitrogen dioxide (36, 37, 36), oxygen (37), 
nitrogen (39), phosphorous pentoxide and special­
ly prepared forms of nitrogen pentoxide (40)#
It has also been studied in solution (41,33)
£4
toy JSyrlng and Daniels (4£)«
Although the decomposition of gaseous 
acetone has been sheen to too homogeneous and 
unlmoleoalar toy Hlnaheleood and Hutchison (48) 
the products aro not simple aa it decomposes 
at 000 0# into carbon monoxide and too methyl 
groups which then combine to t o m  various hydro* 
oar bona* Ita asahunlsm baa boon postulated by 
HIoo and Vollrath (44)t
(a) CU^COCHg =  GK4 +  GHfitGO
(b) £OH£lOO = 0£H4 + £00
Beaotlon (b) ia oonaldorod aa being alow and 
tha results obtainod aro generally oonaldorod 
aa too anrollablo for aao in determining the 
value of preaent theories*
£he temperature of the decomposition ia 
ao high aa to make it difficult to atudy in 
solution and determine the relationship toe* 
tween its decomposition rates under varying 
conditions*
ihe gaseous decomposition of propionic 
aldehyde ia also unimoleoular and homogeneous, 
although it, too, decomposes at a high temper* 
at tire, yields a variety of hydrocarbons and 
aots abnormally at pressures below eighty mm,(40), 
?he diethyl ether decoibpoeition la homo*
£&
gencous down to a presear© of 160 mm* although 
the reaction occurring oan only be explained 
as being approximatelyt
(a) O ^ Q O g H  = C0 + £0H4 + * 6 0 ^
A n appreciable amount of ethane* tnough neglect* 
ed in the stoichiometric equation* is found to 
be present in the reaction chamber and the final 
pressure is, at most* found to be only £00$ 
greater than the initial (46)* showing that it 
is far from being a simple reaction*
Dimethyl ether likewise* (47) acts abnor­
mally even at relatively high pressures* fur­
thermore, since the reaction is considered as 
being:
(a) CHJ)C£L = OH +H0H02 & 4
(b) HCHO = 00 + H£
the intermediate formation of formaldehyde Is 
an undesirable complication*
The isomerism of pinor© in the gaseous 
state (48) is one of the few ideal gas reac­
tions for our purpose* Its reaction velocity 
has oeen found to be tne same in the gaseous 
state, in pure liquid and in solution In vari­
ous solvents* Unfortunately* it has not been 
studied at low pressures*
m
Although Rsmsperger (4$) found that the 
decomposition of asomethane la unimoleoular 
and homogeneous, the reaction products are by 
no means simple, although the principle reac­
tion las
(a) QHglitHCĤ  = ». + G£H6 
feasible aide reactiona postulated ares
(b) ce3h2ch3 = 0 / 4  + h
(«) £0H3»£0H3 = 02H4 + E0H4 + £Hg
She apeoifio rate does not drop aa the reaction 
proceeds, aa one would expect it to* because of 
the redueed partial pressure of the reactant) 
showing that the reaction products probably 
affeot tne reaction in some manner*
Aeisopropane (60), although it decomposes 
unimoleoularly and homogeneously between £50 
and £90* o, from 46 to #£5 mm* pressure, follows 
two distinct paths:
(a) 0„H = K„ + 0 H (about
6 7 0 7 * 6 X4
to; C_H h jBO H = H +0 H + 0„H 3 7  3 7 £ 3 6 * #
(about l&%) 
The conversion of dimethyl maleate into 
dimethyl fume rate (51,f>£) appears to be homo­
geneous and unimolecular although the product 
formed gradually undergoes decomposition itBelf.
The conversion of malelo sold into fumerio
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in the liquid state (53) has also been studied 
by Hdjendohle although it generally is believed 
that this reaction was due to ion catalysis be* 
cause of its low energy ot activation*
She decomposition of ethelene oxide is also 
said to be homogeneous (54)* However* it has 
been claimed that inert gases cause the specific 
rate to decrease, ihis is in direct contradio* 
tion to all our present theories and the work: 
done on this compound has not been sufficient 
to warrant our stressing its importance too 
greatly*
fhe decomposition of aulphuryl chloride 
was at first reported as a homogeneous reaction 
although later studies (66, 66v 57) showed it to 
be heterogeneous* ine original wort (by Smith) 
was done wifcn the commercial product* which* it 
is believed, contained enougn camphor to ap* 
parently aporeciaoly ali'ect toe reaction rate*
fhe decomposition ox ethyl bromide, studied 
by Vernon and innieis (5b), has been found to 
be homogeneous and unimolecul&r, -itnougn the 
reaction is complicated by the reveree reaction
occurring* Four methods may be used to oalcu- 
late the specific rate, two of these giving
£0
oonoordant results. It dearly shows Its a IX 
to to uimolecular at the early stages at low 
pressures* However, its utoichi om©trio rela** 
tionsaips do not leave much choice with respeot 
to the application of 'theories 11 or 111 in 
determining the rate constant at low pressures*
It i& evident from the above that hineti- 
oibto are still in need of simplerf unimolecsalar, 
homogeneous reactions for Partner study.
ineruostat
lhe bath employed wa^ a five gallon atone 
jar placed in a galvanised iron pull and lagg«» 
ed with two inches of filtoroell* Hydrogenated 
cottonseed oil wa. used in the bato* A turbine 
etirrerf using on inducti on motor for power* 
was used to keep the oil circulating rapidly, 
although reference hae seen made to the use of 
vaeeline and lubricating oil baths it wac found 
that no mineral oil or vaseline could be obtained 
which lid not smoke and decompose above £00* C* 
Aetul oat ha were possible but their comparatively 
high oost aude who oil more desirable. fho cot* 
tonseed oir used sujfced at temperatures above 
176 * • but aiter a relatively short period of 
use uiaô e.iing of uhe oil occurred* the smoking 
oeoome less noticeable and* with good ventilation 
in the room* tno bath could be used satisfactorily 
up to £60 * C.
xhree specially wound rociutu oo coils* each 
o pable of dissipating 4u0 watts* which could ue 
turnod on by appropriate switones either in series 
or in par< xlcl to give on input tip to l£00 atts*
8Q
constituted tae permanent neater, M qu o oji Io 
were mounts x on a ono-hnli Inch transit© board 
placed la the bottom of tn© Jur, Besides this 
a© ting unit, two LoO watt hairpin type heaters 
wore connected to tue Use through a 460 ohm 
rheostat, used as a potentiometer, to give a 
partial regulation of the heat input* ihouo 
two eets of he : to re were adjusted so m  to main* 
tain the oath to within one degree of the de* 
oired toiuperature* fhe ex&ot toiler no ore reg­
ulation was obtained u, means of a £00 watt 
ligat bulo with on nil-weather socket operated 
by tne therruorogulator* *ne bath itself was 
mounted on a hydraulio jaofe which permitted the 
bata to oe rapidly raised or lowered, ilie rc- 
autiou vessel could be connected, evacuated and 
8ealea off and tnen tne bath, already at tho 
temperature desired, raised to coup.tetoly sur­
round it in a  minimum of time witn much greater 
safety to tae operator and tiie glass aye tern*
fhermors gulator
rhe tuor/.ioregulutor consisted of a Leeds 
and ;ortiiTUp platinum reBistonoe thermo, >©ter, 
ia creed in the bath close to the reaction
n
vessel* Before tn»e the thermometer wae cull* 
brated (ng» !)• It «ge then connected to a 
type ? Leedb and liorthrup reflecting galvanom­
eter through a Wheatstone bridge with oompen* 
a ting leads* a galvanometer light t modified 
to aee a 60 c*P« 6 volt automobile headlight 
bulb* operated at twelve volts* wae eet (Fig*
8) one meter from the galvanometer with on 
appropriate lens ayatea to concentrate as much 
Xight as possible on the galvanometer mirror* 
the lamp wae air-cooled to prevent overheating*
A Weeton photronie oell wae then placed four 
me tore from the galvanometer* At sere scale read­
ing the Xight fell directly upon the meet active 
part of ihe cell* Ihe oeXX wae connected through 
a miniature relay-power relay system to the reg* 
uXated ZOO watt bulb heater* fhe system wa > bo 
arranged that the galvanometer li$it falling di­
rectly upon the oelX turned the auxiliary heater 
on* as the hath heated the vhe&tgtane bridge 
became unbalanced* the light swung off the oeXX 
and the heater turned off* hen the bath oooled* 
the Xight swung slowly booh to the cell* aw soon 
as enough Xight was striking the cell to actuate 
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ia operation the light wue found to fluctuate 
frea the ooll to a pooltion approximately ton 
oantimeters distant from the edge of the sell* 
Addition of Q#X_rv. resistance to the thermometer 
aids of the bridge (equivalent to 8#Q6° G«) oaue* 
ed the galvanometer Xight to move a die tone* of 
eight meters oXong a Xine passing through the 
photronie ooXX and perpendicular to the galvaa* 
oueter mirror# fhus# theoreticallyt the syctem 
wae sensitive to 0*003 ° 0* Actually at £0i/c#
othe Oath remained constant to + Q#G1 •
fhie ia a much simpler arrangement than 
that of 3 aniels and Vernon (08) and , because 
of the great distance between the galvanometer 
mirror and photronie coll# more sensitive# 
yftrster and Oruner (00) describe a high temper* 
at are thermostat hut base their regulator on a 
small bath Kept at a much lower temperature# 
x'hio method did not seem to be sufficiently 
accurate lor our study# Other high temperature 
thermoregulators* primarily baaed on the photo* 
eieotrio cell prinoiple# are those of Walsh ana 
Milas (60)f Vodder and Evans (6X)9 Barnes and 
Matasi (6£)# L# B# iAiith (63)# Southard and 
Andress (64)# Gorton (66)# Gabel and aaneox
m
(66)» BtftUlt (67)» Hull (66)# LaagO and Voce 
(69)* uaeer (70)* tfewton and tforoae (71)* and 
Heebueu (?£)* Although these <all appear to to 
worthy dewioee the simplicity of construction 
of oar o*n has a groat deal in ito fewer*
Lange and vooe (69) also describe a photo* 
oleotric thermostat control* and* although usable 
up to 1000 ° 0* * it appears lose sensitive than 
the set-up described*
iveaction Vessel*
Because of the greater simplicity and accuracy 
the static rather than the dynamic method wae de* 
aided upon for this study* After numerous attempts 
to obtain data by means of tae simpler ^inshelwood 
apparatus prowed it to he inaccurate and unsatls* 
faotory* recourse was had to a modified form of 
janiele9 (73) method* ihis consists in studying 
the reaction at constant volume and measuring the 
rate of reaction by the increase in pressure oo* 
earring* fhe pres ore at any time within the 
reaction weasel is determined by dynamic balancing 
against the pressure in an outside system* which 
is* in turn* measured by means of a oupiluxy 
mercury manometer* ihe construction of the reac* 
tion weasel is shown in ig* 4U* while the system
4
as a whole is pictured in Fig* £• in Fig* £a 
nM ,T le a 16 X l&O mm* pyre* testtube that toe 
sealed Into it a glase diaphragm* IT* connect* 
ing to the outside balancing system* end two 
aide ante "h" and "!»"• rhe glass d iaphragm eon** 
elsta of a thin walled bulb* flattened on the 
bottom a*** one end of a small d lame tor pyre* 
tabs "F" Is sealed to the flattened portion of 
the bulb and a lie* 10 platinum wire sealed to 
the other* A second piece of the lie* 80 platl* 
nutf wire ''3” with a ball end is coaled through 
the aide of tne body of the tube so that Its end 
la oloee to the platinum wire *'D% 'iihis wire "XT 
is in turn connected by SO mm* of lie* 44 platinum 
wire to a third piece of 23o* 10 wire A %  Ihe side 
arm L iu of 4 < m* pyrex glues and is connected 
uy pressure tubing to the vacuum pump* fhe side 
arm f,A" is essentially a "V” tube* In ftXr is 
placed a glass enclosed h a m e r  "J" and around it 
le wound a wire coil constituting an eleotromng* 
net* I’he reactant material is Introduced Into 
"H" within a email» sealed thln»walled bulb \
The reaction vessel and outside system are evaon* 
a ted* In actual praotioea in order to exclude 





aated with a gas collecting Qeneo pump far half 
aa hoar* one atmosphere at nitrogen was then 
tied la and the system re«evaoaaS*&* wan
repeated tea or three times and finally* when a 
pressure of approximately 0*006 mm* was obtained* 
the side arm L” wae eealed off with a hand torch* 
fhe hammer *%r ' was lifted by the electromagnet 
and **H tapped gently until the halo ”Kn fall 
lata the depression 8tT* the halo wae than broken 
by the fall ef the hammer* letting the reactant 
material diffuse throughout the vessel* the con* 
stant temperature hath was raised rapidly until 
the entire reaetlon vessel was submerged* As do* 
composition occurred the pressure inside the 
vessel became momentarily greater than the pressure 
in the outside system* uhis caused the thin glass 
diaphragm to move Inward* swinging arm "frf until 
nDn made oontaot with A mercury relay J*’
in rig* & was connected through M3T and nAn (rig* 
2A)* fthen contact was made the mercury relay 
actuated the power rol y 1" (rig* £)• fhe long 
arm rh" on this relay then gently tupped the pro* 
trading tip of the automobile valve *g" and penult*
ted air from the atmosphere to leak into the bal*
40
saoing outside t^stem (*&n in Fig* £)• As m m  
as the pressor* in this outside ayetem become 
equal to that within the reaction vessel* the 
glass diaphragm straightened» breaking eontaet 
between "Bw and nD" (Fig* £A)t etopping the out* 
aide leak* the pressure in the outer system 
wee then read off the mercury manometer ”1”
(Fig* Z)m The glass diaphragm was very aensi* 
tive, making and breaking contact during the 
course of a run as last as two or three times per 
second* The mercury column in the manometer 
fell quite smoothly* following the course of the 
reaction closely* The improvements of this ap* 
paratas over that of Daniela aret
(1) A glass enclosed hammer to break 
a bulb containing the reactant after the vessel 
had been ootrpletely sealed off*
(£) An automatically operated proas* 
ore regulator* This eliminated the personal ole* 
Rent in adjusting the balancing pressure*
rn the original apparatus the side urra ’L" 
(Fig* £A) oonaietcd of a tube with rubber 
connections b o arranged that the flask oould bo
evacuated with the capillary tip of the bulb ex* 
tending well into the side a m  ex the flash*
After the flattie had been m o u i l i d  the tip of the
capillary n e  broken* tto liquid vaporiaed into
tto fiae* and tea aide arm aoaled off* ftoo
daring the proeeeia of sealing eone of too vapors
vero in oentaot with too tot glatto* yartheraoro#
tto diaphrapi ia^ds were oonneated to a galvanom*
•tor through a battery* t ton too preoeore in*
creased sufficiently to aauso contact* tto gala
*
vanometer noodle dofloetod and tto operator ad* 
Juted tto pressure in tto outside system by 
manipulating a stopooofc* a to balancing ayotaa 
asod in this vorl consisted essentially of a 
three litor roand bottom flash (**aff in Pig# «.) 
which had a largo onou^h volume oo that an ap­
preciable load vat* needed to elf eat a s^&ll prose* 
ore change bat permitted no appreciable lag# 
defore being used on a run* nawly blown 
glaea diaphragms vero brofcea in by repeated flea* 
lag* 2hie wae done by partially evacuating tto 
reaction flask and then permitting the vacuum 
pump to beep on working on the outside system 
only* t first* oontot wu» not made and broken 
at exactly the srnae pressure bat alter being in 
operation for approximately half an hour it vae 
found that the aero point of the diaphragm oeoame
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t u h I  with ground glass or g u m  wool* i‘he ground 
glass « m  of pyrex ground to 100 BMk and the glass 
■Ml at soda Ubs glass* Both of tbs packing na» 
tsrlal8 were boiled In aenoentratsd nltrlo sold and 
rlnsod situ distilled water before use* A rsaotlon 
Is oonsidsrsd to be homogeneous if idsntloal m i *  
tlon rates ars obtained*
44
v M w n o A V w
..ethyl formate wae the first compound studied*
A sear oh of the literature indicated that Buirotow 
and hinohelwood (74) had found this compound to 
undergo heterogeneous deoompooition* fheso two 
workers further olalued that the renotion oould be 
catalysed by iodine to present an apparently homo* 
geneoue deeompositi but wno probably complicated 
by a secondary reaction* i*e*t
(a) Ch^OOhO - + 00
(b) aOUgOH ~ +■ &HgQ -h GO
reaction (b) probably ooourriag in various steps* 
alnoe the presence of iodine was required to uufco 
the reaction appear homogeneous the compound was 
discarded*
It was next decided that the decomposition 
of iodine trichloride might be suitable for study* 
It is Known fuot (7c) that when liquid chlorine 
is passed ovor solid iodine two chlorides form* 
depending on the amount of chlorine used* fhe 
trichloride is a solid* melting at 13° C*f that 
slowly undergoes deooi position* even in the solid 
Ovate* to form 01£ gas and iodine monoohlorlde* 
fhe decomposition of the trichloride is complete 
at 67° 0* iinoe its decomposition products are a
gae (01̂ ) and a bolid (101) which exlats In two
forms, l,o, an unstable form melting at 14 ° G*
which gradually changea to a stable form melt*
ing at i;7*£°Cn it op reared tnat this would
be a good compound to study* At that stage of
the work we were still attempting to nee the
Hinehelwood type of apparatus for preliminary
investigations and no concordant results oould
be obtained because of the violent action of the
liberated chlorine gas on the mercury in the
manometer* fhe trichloride was prepared by a
modified form of the method used by cornog and
hargee (76) in the prepar ation of the monochloride
for their studies* fhls method proved to be much
simpler and yielded a product as good as the more
complicated method suggested by fruesdale and
Beyer (77)* fhe work was discontinued on this
oompound since it wuc extremely difficult to do*
ter^ine v,aether the substance obtained w^s pure 
0
trichloride or a mixture of the tri* and mono- 
forma*
*etromethyl a.4&ohlULi bromide wan another of
the compounds considered* It was prepared by
paBaing dh^Br (formed by dropping a dr into hot
Gha0H) through a solution of trimsthyl amine in a
4$
absolute ether at *5° 6, fhe impure product, ob- 
talned by evaporating off the ether* was purified 
(according to the suggestion of hr* J* I*. i£, iSriofc- 
son) by reorystalli2ing three times from a hot 10$ 
ethyl aloonol solution, washing with absolute alco­
hol and drying at 60 41 a, fhe final product obtained 
was pure white, had no odor of t rime thy 1 amine and 
analyzed 6*3,37$ Br (theoretical-66,3^), Although 
it is known that this compound decomposes to form 
trimethyl amine and methyl brocade when heated to 
£60 c 0*, the decomposition of the pure substance 
appeared to be so slow as to oe unsuitable for ki­
netic study.
hue to Uie simolarity in structure of methyl 
formate, the methyl arid ethyl oar collates and 
onloroeurboiiates, it wadecided to investigate 
thi^ group ji compounds, Preliminary investiga­
tion showed that dietnyl carbonate decomposed 
iabo.e its coiling point - 11£°C.) yielding di­
ethyl ethsr and oar'uon dioxide, fhi-* is in accord 
wiLh *he literature (78), .imetuyl carbonate, 
diethyl carbonate, etnyl chlorocnroou to and 
methyl chiorocarDonato wore obtained from the 
ha^tman hodak ;o, and the study reported in this 
paper started, fne dimethyl and diethyl carbonates 
were used as obtained and although decomposition
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was found to oocur in the region of 1150 ° c* it 
was learned that both reactions were heterogeneous* 
being appreciably oatalyaed by addition of either 
glasa wool or ground glass to the react ion vessel*
fAB^K I
f iaethyl carbonate 2 r 105 0 d#
Bulb Ho* Initial ressure iL
1H 103 mm* 4*30 X 10*^ unpacked
13 143 mm* 8*10 ; 10~; paused
Hi 141 mm* 4*18 X 1 0^ unpacked
diethyl carbonate f r 1959 0#
3 59 mm* 1*54 : 10*' unpacked
14  x o l  urn. 1. 4a :< id * 2 "
17 117 tain. 9.£>1 X 10": yacked
Kthyl ohlorocardonate wae then investigated 
and results obtained with the commercial product 
which led us to believe that homogeneous* uniaole* 
oular decomposition to ©toyl chloride and carbon 
dioxide occurred between 150 ° o* and HOG * 0* fhe 
commercial product (b#p* 9*>94 ° c#) was purified 
as fallows: £50 ial* of the substance were placed
in n round botton flault connected to a three foot 
fractionating column mid distilled* file first
48
and last lQo mle, ware discardedt the intermediate 
80 ml# doing retained# fhie intermediate portion 
waa refraotionated, using a Booteiaan thermometer 
to determine the toiling point range# rha first 
£0 ml, were discarded again and the intermediate 
10 ml# having a toiling range of 0#0l 4 d# retained 
for etudy# lUe portion finally retained \*a& placed 
in a ground glace stoppered dottle and fcept In a 
desiccator until used# eighty email Victor ...oyer 
bulbs wore prepared and filled# the contents vary4* 
ing iroa 1£#8 to ll<£ mga# of chloroothyl oar collate# 
hen these bulbu had been all used a freeh batch 
wae prepared using anotner refractionated portion 
of tno oorbon to# * oue ICO bulbs were prepared#
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oi? maxi ciiuM>o;auk>flAtfji
ihe volume of the reaction vessel wu$ obtained 
with distilled water# A bulb* containing the mater* 
ial to ce studied, was then chosen with a weight of 
material calculated to give approximately the desir* 
ed initial pressure# -he bath was brought to the 
proper temperature and tue vessel evacuated, rinsed 
and aoaled as previously described* /rosouro equ .1 
to approximately one half the initial pro;cure to 
be obtained was then bled into the outside balanc­
ing ay; ten and the bulb or o a on* It was found that 
if tire pros, uro difference between the reaction 
vessel and toe balancing ay. tea were permitted to 
become too great the glass diapiira^a between tne 
two ruptured* After breaking the reaction bulb 
by means of the electromagnetioully operated ham* 
mer tue bath was quiohly raised so us to comp lately 
surrouni the reaction vessel mui the time noted* 
ihe pres ure, indicating tuo rate of decomposition, 
wan then rc d off the mercury manometer at defi­
nite timo intervals)# ih® pressure gradually in** 
created until decoupooi tion was complete and then 
remained constant# fhe ©*act Initial pressure 
was tufcen to be one hull the ilnul ouuutnnt press** 
ure eventually reached#
hen the react! on vosael mu, soulcd off at 
eide tuce ”,7’ (rig* :.A) car© was taken to leave 
a small tip on the end of thin tube* After a re* 
action had gone to completion, the bath wa© low* 
ered by means of the hydraalic jack* leaving the 
reaotioi: ve. ©el expooed* A piece of preosure tub- 
ing was connected to the vacuum puxap mid ©lipped 
over the coaled tip of tube "L% .he pressure in 
the tubing was lowered do no to be approximately 
the come as that i-hin the reaction vessel and 
the tip broken off* ahi© prevented a rapid rush 
of air from suddenly entering the glue© diaphragm 
and permitted collecting gas a mple© for analysis* 
.he final product a obtained were ancvlyaed for 
COg and HgCl content by mean© of on Ornat appu- 
ratue* In order to ootuin sufficient i.aterial 
for an aocuraue analysis a special typo of vessel
was used* It consisted of the bulb from a IbO
ml* distilling flays. with tv o î ieceB of glass tub** 
ing sealed on, ono being of 6 .mu* diameter glass, 
tuo aeconl of i mm* .he end of the £ mm tubing
waa coaled off, a sealed uuiu containing approxi­
mately *5 g* of etnyl chlorocarbenute introduced 
taro ugh the largo tube, tne wiole system evacuated, 
rinsed with nitrogen through a three way stopcock,
£1
re~evuouated t*nd sealed of£« ±ho a^ull bulb 
than broken by shaking the vessel and tne whole 
submerged in to© constant temperature b<*th bei'or© 
a regular run rius to ce wad©# .t the and of the 
run to* auxiliary vee X wan taken iVo;a the oath 
an i cooled# ^ho lov.or and oi' the utaull tubing 
wub submerged in ,m ioe-ualt .Mixture at about 
•16 ° -• -ha ethyl onlorido pr Gant liquified 
uni collected in the tip oi this »xuall tube*
Ahio tip wuu then drawn off# leaving the 00 L gae 
in tna larger bulb and the ethyl chloride aeuled 
in a waller bulb# the to. was tnen transferredk#
to tae Jraat ourette oy connecting tne larger am# 
by pressure tubing# to tue inlet etopoouk and 
breaking the tip or the uauller tuue uaaer a 
□lightly acidic victor solution# Sy lowering the 
leveling culb oi tae iroat the dilute acid vma 
drawn into the reaction .ulc and tue ou,. in turn 
dra.ii into the Iraut burette# rho volme of GO,., 
obtained wa.; tnen aieusured# checked oy aosorption 
in 40,i AQ1I solution# corrected to standard proae<* 
are and tenderatare#
ihe ethyl chioriio oulo was broken# by naans 
of a glasa rod# below tue surface of u cold colu* 
tion of Ag80g# i'he preoipitutod Agdl wae filtered 
off# washed with dilute ilftOg# dissolved with an
BE
•x o m b  of ammonia wator to separate it from glass 
fragmentu, repreeipltated* dried and weighed* A 
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i.he experl .ontol data obtained are eh own in 
I’able 12 and graphically In figure a 4~14*
!2AHi*B II 
160 ° 0#
Ime in Bole A*»06 Buie A*16 B016 B~1min*
log C p* *Og C h log G
1 116 £*063 74 1*6£443 106 £•017 76.3 1*697 1764 101 1*99£ 7# 1*666 176
6 164 1*978 ao.fi 1*639 176 £*£448 137 1*969 a;. l*Bl£ 180 £*££810 109 #6 1*946 03.1 1*60£ 186 L*££0
X6 141* 6 1*900 ofi.fi 1*483 194 £•196
60 163 1*886 07.1 1*464 £01 £*1U9
£8 1»7.8 1*666 0V 1*446 £09 £*lo6
00 161 1*849 90*6 1*4£6 £16 £*147
06 166*6 1*830 9 1*407 ££8 £.11940 169 1*814 93*3 1*39 ££9 £*098
,6 173 1.796 96 1*368 £38 £*079
60 177 1*778 96 1*060 £44 £*060
80 181 *6 1*74. 98 1*31£ £68 £*0££70 169 1* 709 100 1*376 £71 1*983
60 194 1*674 10£ 1*£40 1*94690 199 1*640 103*6 £93 1*906
100 £03 1*603 106 306
1X0 £06 106*6
1.0 £06*6 108 3£5
100 £09 109
140 £10 110 341
160 £10 110 360
180 £10 110 363
£00 364
tmJt IX, eontd. 
lfio" 0*
Sim in Bulb 3-7 Bulb 1-29 Bulb B-6iain»
*% 0 I*Qg C J?% 0
1 407 1*6965
4".$* 4^7 1*5765 150 1*076 113 1*957
3 436 1*566 150*5 1*075 114*5 1*979
4 441 1*560 151*1 1*071 116 1*974
5 447 :# 550 155 1*071 117*5 1*966
6 45^ 1*5465 154*5 1*057 119 1*969
7 457 1*540 155 1*066 119*7 1*956
a 460 1*537 156 1* 063 110*6 1*951
10 466 1 *6lt> 157*5 1*061 Xi 1* 6 1*946
16 461 1*510 160 1* 041 116*6 1*935
:-0 493*6 1*495 161*7 1*031 1'6*3 1*934
25 507 1*475 165 1*019 I l 9 # 4 1*913
30 517 1.461 167 U O jG l&L 1*902
3d 511 1*446 169 1*000 114*6 1*694
40 536 1*430 170.6 1*969 136*9 1*663
45 549*5 1*414 17..6 1*960
d o 569 1*599 174 1*970 141 1*660
60 676*5 1*367 177*6 1*949 146*4 1*641
70 690 1*335 160 1*951 150*6 1*630






m °  c#
lime In Bulb A*41 liulb a*40 Bulb A«*4?lain.
Pt LOg 0 Log 0 Log 0
1 £20 2# 298 218
a 204 2* 210 122 2.089 247 2. *.23
B £60 8. 200 143 2.020 260 £.178
4 267 2.186 161 2.011 272 8.170
5 £74 2 «164 107 1.996 277 2.146
6 280 2.100 161 1.980 280 2.134
7 287 2.121 166 1.960 294 1.113
8 282 2.106 169.5 1.951 802 £.104
10 200 2.075 176 1.922 310 2.076
12 317 2.030 131.5 1.393 316 £.049
14 327 1.990 136.5 1.860 821 8.080
14 320 1.960 192 1.0.4 3 6 1.996
Id 344 1.917 194 1.807 820.5 1.968
20 302 1.870 193 1.776 833 1.941
28 269 1.780 206.5 1.700 843 1. 870
£0 382 1.680 212 1.631 254 1.803
2b 294 1.579 220 1.863 267 1.733
40 402 227.5 370 1.669
42 409 378 1.600
00 413 209 330
60 416 243 399
70 416 252 411
80 262 419




Time in Bulb 9 Bulb A-39 Bulb A«49
tain.
pt Log C LOg C Log 0
«£ 186 £*£18
3 204 1*924 196 £•180 196 £•199
4 £19 1*907 £01 £*165 £02 £ * 18£
6 1*894 £08 £* 16£ fill 2*160
6 £26 1*879 £11 *•,* 128 ££0 2*139
7 £28 1*062 £16 £*124 228 2*120
8 £40*6 1*847 ££0 2*110 £33 2*096
10 *.46 1*819 £.,9 2*081 £4£ 2*069
1. £49*3 1*766 £3e 2*063 £61 2*019
14 £52 1*765 242 2*028 259 1*980
16 254.6 1*724 249 2*000 264 1*941
16 257 1*699 £66 1*954 270 1*900
SO 259 1*666 261 1*943 276 1«8£9
25 --63 1.59 .. 276 1.872 290 1*758
SO 266 1*617 290 1*803 302 1*660
So 260 1*443 20£ 1*732 314 1*661
40 £69,5 1*370 314 1*666 325 1*469
46 271*5 1 224 1*560
60 £7 £ 333 i>S9
66 £41 i*'ib





i'AJHili X I, OOUtAa
176 * 0.
rime in Bulb 3 iulb 56 Bulb 3
min.
500 0* h Log C 4?t Log 0
1 48 1.623 164
r, 49,6 1.608 178 1.684
z 50*8 1.595 187.6 1.870
4 52 1.580 193.6 1.663
5 53.5 1.661 199 1.641 89 1.873
6 54.5 1.560 203 1* 853 105 1.860
7 50 1.545 207 1.806 115 1. 841
8 57.5 1.530 MO. 6 1.790 118 1.850
10 60 1.505 214 1.759 122 1.806
12 6.'-*6 1.470 216.5 1.755 155.6 1.777
14 65 1.460 M9 1.690 129 1.763
16 67 1.415 221 1.662 131 1.724
18 50.6 1.595 223 1.631 154 1.698
20 7:. 1.370 224.6 1.600 136.6 1. 675
26 77 1.302 £L8 1.5:0 14*. 1.603
50 Oa- 1.2* 7 L5l 1.493 148 1. 656
35 UB 1.170 233 155 1.466
40 88 1.098 ..34 167 1.580
46 BO 235 160
50 BO 256 163
60 90 £36.0 169
60
XA81K X It ooutd.
106 ° C. 176" G.
Time in rain, Ualto 60 Bain 00
Pt J*Og 0 *% 3og 0
1 £66 1.972 £46 1.070
z £60 1.930 £69 1.701
0 £81 1.09£ £76 1.716
4 £00 1*067 £01 1. 640
6 £94 1*013 206 1.666
6 £90 1.773 £00 1.600
7 *02 1.731 £91 1.406
0 £06 1.694 £93 1.330
10 009 1.616 290 1.100
U £16 1*634 £04 1.016
14 619 1.460 300 .060
16 323 1*302 £11 .710
10 £27 1.300 313































10 140 1* 324
£0 143 1.-66
26 140 1.117






Bulb 57 Bulb 3»02
Log C pt LOg C
279 2*300 247 1*032
206 2*342 259 1*001
314 2*307 266 1*770
340 2*271 269 1*742
355 2*226 273 1*711
369 2*190 £76 1*680
302 2*160 279 1*66
394 2*100 232 1,62
404 2*072 204 1*69
416 2* 036 286 1*565
435 1*966 £91 1*500
449 1* 883 295 1*442
463 1*010 £99 1*506
474 1*737 302 1*320
404 1* 660 304 1*267








ZAiUiK iX, oonta* 
195 * 0*
linm In 3ul0 0*$ Julfc A«*5 mil) 0*4
mln*
uOg C H Oog C J?*.% nog G
1 124 1*94 174 2* 13 m 1*935
*-r 140 1*91 199 £*057 98 1*889
3 iao 1*84 £14 2*000 102 1*845
4 190 1*799 £27 1*945 108 1*800
4 198*4 1*738 £43 1*880 118*5 1*731
4 £04 1.682 £48*4 1*820 1££ 1*707
7 £11 1* 626 £84 1*748 X£7 1*54
a <,13 1*549 £43 1*703 131*5 1*514
9 £14 1*513 £48 1*550 135 1*581
10 £18 1*441 £75 1*597 138 1*529
11 £21 1*545 £79*4 1*449 144 1*481
14 ££4 1*241 £89*5 1*388 149 1*344
16 £30 1*150 £90 1*243 15£ 1*253
18 £34 1*014 £93 1*130 *1 <&<& iOD 1*145
£0 8*̂ o *908 £94*5 158 1*074
£3 £4£ 501 152
so 248 302 144
SO ^48 202 154
40 £44 302 144
44 30£ 154
I'A&JS II* QQtttd*
m °  Oi
i'lme in Bulb 0«*3 Bulb 0*7 Bulb A~12
aln*
,0g 0 h uO$ 0 IiQg G
i li.4
i 102 1.71 337 140
L 104 1*461 290 1*913 146 1*639
3 107 1*441 404 1*643 134 1*021
4 109*3 1*390 414 1*614 137 1* 7dG
3 113 1*344 4l2 1*760 133 1*740
4 117 1*300 4.4 1*716 139*3 1*699
7 419*3 1*662 140*3 1*621
a U 3 1*409 436 1.611 161*3 1*609
9 161*3 1*363
10 130 1*317 446 1*310 142 1*310
12 134.3 1.119 421 1*403 163 1*420
14 137 1.16 437 1*200 166 1*243
14 126*3 1*039 462 1*207 167 1*263
10 139 *930 467 1*111 160 1*160
20 129 *036 471. 1*012 169
23 139 474 170
20 139 477 170
33 139 47/ 170
40 477 170
6fi
$A&U£ XI* oontd* 
195 ° O*
i'lmo in Bulb 0*16 Bulb B«*16
mlxu % ;0g c h aOg 0
5 .4 1*316 103 £*199
4 15 1*174 L13 £*149
5 5*5 1*££6 . 33 £*001
a .6 1*100 360 £*0£0
7 £7 1*141 165 1*961
9 LB 1*097 £77 1*009
9 <*9*6 1*063 106 1*017
10 21 l*ul£ £93 1*761
l£ 23*5 *911 311 1*620
14 36 *940 5£*» 1* 500
16 37 *7 66 234 1*270
16 33 *671 341 1#£6,
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binoe the only produo to of the reuution are 
carton dioxide and ethyl chloride the equation 
for the reaction la:
CgligOCOOl ~ 0LttfiC l + 00g
êmploying the following aymbolai
21 = initial pros a ore of ethyl chloro-
carbonate#
i\ = ?,v* = partial pro a cure of carbon
dioxide#
“ ^Ogh^ci = Partial pressure of ethyl
chloride#
p - a ococi = partial prosgoto of ethyl 
chi or o carbonate undeoomposed*
•iinoe for every mol of roaotunt one mol of CQg
and one mol of GgtigCl (or too mole of products) are
formed • them
(1) 3?£ - final prettcuro ~ 2 +* 2^
U) andt P£ - Pg
(&) also*
fhen at any time ' t,f during the reaction the prose**
arc at that time lei 
(4) ?t - p ■*■ + 2&
(6) But PL = P8 = (l’i-p)
(6) 2her»for«« i'̂ -p) +- p
IT) = ».-»
18) Xfaant p = SJj-P*
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Thus the concentration of undeoomposed ethyl ohloro- 
carbonate (proportional to its partial pressure) is 
given by equation (8)#
The curves obtained by plotting pressure against 
time are typical log curves (i?Igs*4#b#6#7l£jf 9)#
These curves were originally plotted on large size 
graph paper* The rate of the reaction may be consid­
ered as being a function of these curves# i'igure 9 
shows well the relative rate of reaction at different 
temperatures# It is understood# of course# that all 
of the runs made could not be plotted and inserted 
in this paper a^ many of the curves would have come 
too cloce together, however# the curves included 
are representative*
Tne specific reaction rate was obtaineu from 
the slope of the lines in figures 10-14# Tho ele­




Only a single substance reacts and Its rate of de­
composition (79) is directly proportional to its 
concentration# Thin is# of course# but one ex­
pression of the lav/ of exponential growth in
which c is the concentration of material and 
-dc





• in o = kt t oonatunt of integration*
Cor) log o: • k t - oanotunb oi integration*
17305
fhus, a plot of log o uguinot time should give a 
straight line* Jn© negative of the elope of this 
line multiplied by 2* £02 givos the value of it (ve­
locity constant)* As oan be aeon from iiguree 
10*14c in oar ease plotting the log of 
(directly proportijnal to the concentration) 
against time yielded straight line a, fhe slop® 
of thee© lines was obtained by using the numerical 
value a of the points obtained in ouch run end cal­
culating by the method of least squares# in© fact 
oun be chon mathematically (60) tuot tue slope of 
the straight lino sect fitting a large number of 
pointe may be oaloulated from the equations
<*> - (*.„ + * v + *_* 1 - U l +V - * n » ‘yi4^+ '•(S) 9 r ’*^yi+ 1̂̂ X1/     -..-i i.- i.i.
<*J+X+'X^) - lx1+ Xg+- ••■ xn)‘i
n
hach value of fc reported in fable III was calcu­
lated oy multiplying the negative oi the slope ob­
tained from this equation by h»hu£* in this
n
table was taken ae the average of the specific 
velocity values for the high pressure rime* ifig* 
ore 14 shows well the effect of temperature on 
the rate of reaction by .oane of the different 
slopes obtained at different toiaperaturee*
TABhii III 







































iouperature - o135 C*
OP = 0*0399
(̂tuia*} it/mJLii* .iOg f*̂ iAgfe/k^X
£60* 0*0394 0*9944 £«e!5 0.»98
176 0*O®04 1*0066 £#£46 l*0o£
163 0*0691 0*7636 £•199 0*333
76.5 0*0600 0*6674 r.* 334 0*316
•vessel packed
temperature - 195 o o.
*oo := 0*1313
179 0*133 1*0033 1.265 1*005
176 0* 130 0*9917 1*144 0*997
151 0* 133 0*7603 £.179 0* 532
36 0*114 0*6131 1*930 c* 793
£0 a* 101 0* DuiO 1* 510 0*750
'he influence of loupernture ir» uhe normal high
>xe enure decomposition rate 1b Qiioun in figure 15*
fhe energy ot activation calculated from the
ciuple .^rueniuo equation and from ine dope of
thia utruight line* c a l c u l a t e d  uy tne method of
lead e^uuree* ie 19*410 ouIb* per mole# tfrou
tiiia value are c a l c u l n tea. ino values of 9* in the 
•ii/nf











423 448 468 478
8 x 1<T10 6.963 6*264 5*403
ihus, the rate of this reaction may to ob­
tained from the equations
i'he magnitude of s, while slightly smaller 
than similar values obtained in most unimoleoular 
reactions (61) fits in with the understanding of 
this faotor as put forth by Hioe and Gershinowits 
(82)* me order of magnitude of the energy of 
activation is approximately the same as that of 
ethylydene diacetate and its homologues studied 
by Coffin (63, 64).
k ^ 5.5 x 10
or
29410
In k = 24*736 - * * W ~
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T H B Q H i S f  I C A L  D l S C U S i i l O h
The ^rrhenius Equation
In practicef it is conventional to indicate 
the rate of a reaction by the equation suggested 
by Arrhenius in 1889 (3)* It is at present under­
stood that the simple equation is strictly appli­
cable for the calculation of the steady state 
values only. It is evident from Table III that 
the initial pressure of ethyl chlorocarbonate 
has an appreciable effect on its rate of decom­
position. The simple equation* then* although 
suitable for use wnen the initial pressure is 
relatively high* does not hold over the entire 
range of the reaotion. This is probably due to 
the fact that although activated molecules were 
postulated ay Arrhenius he did not tafce into con­
sideration the localization of energy within the 
molecule or the probability that molecules having 
a large excess of energy* above hQ* react faster.
Theory I
hinshelwood first proposed a theory which 
attempted to account for the decrease in the spe­
cific reaction velocity constant in the low press­
ure region* The principle concept of this theory 
is that it postulates a time lag between activa­
tion and subsequent decomposition, mathematically
82
this is expressed as:
molecules reaot- 
ing/oo«/eeo#
Uoial I<o. colli si one 
/oc./seo* (£n-l)J
The basis of this postulate was that the lo­
calization of energy within particular vibrational 
bonds of the moleoule was a time consuming opera­
tion*
Theories II and III
In deriving the equations for a more general 
form of the modified collision hypothesis Kice and 
Kamsperger and Kassel do not only make allowance 
for the localization of energy within particular 
vibrational bonds of the molecule, which accounts 
for the time lag, but also take into consideration 
tnat molecules in a higher quantum state, that is, 
molecules having energy greater than the minimum 
activation energy, will, as a result of this excess 
energy, react faster* According to these theories 
all molecules having an internal energy greater 
than .i£0, irrespective of the distribution of tide 
energy among tne internal degrees of freedom, are 
considered as being in m e  activated state* Dur­
ing the interval between oollisions, this energy 
is undergoing a continual redistribution process 
within the molecule, Hhen sufficient energy is
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localised ia a single vibrational bond, the mole­
cule decomposea*
It has been shown by ha a eel (24) that the Hin- 
shelwood equation may be considered as being a spec­
ial, simpler form of hioe and hamsperger’s (22) 
more general theory* In order to obviate unnece­
ssary complications we base the following calcula­
tions for all of tiid theories upon the symbols 
proposed oy hice and hamsperger# If we assume 
that 11 is the uot&l number of molecules per unit 
volume and W the l’racti m  of molecules in the 
activated .tate as calculated from holt^man*s 
dxStrioution law then IJY* is \>uq actual number of 
activated moiecules per unit volume at relatively 
high pressures* If we then let aft'-W represent 
the numoer of collisions of activated raoleoulee 
per cc* per second at high pressures, this will 
also represent* the rate of deactivation at high 
pressures since every collision of un activated 
molecule leans to its deactivation* i'he rate of 
deactivation at lower pressures then becomes 
equal to alih (v&ere Z is tne actual nuiuuor of 
activate! moleculeB por unit volume)* fhe number 
of molecules decomposing per unit volume is bZ 
(where b is a constant)* .it high pressures the
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rate of motivation (by collision) is greater than 
the sue] of the rates of reaction and deactivation 
(since the measured reaction rate remains constant) 
and at very low pressures it is less# so we may 
consider some limiting pressure as being a steady 
state at which the rate of activation rate of 
reacti m  •+ rate of deactivation# whence s
(8) alî VV = alVu <f- b£
from which:
airtt(3) z ' alTTb
.iiStting
K - fraction of molecules decomposing per 
US
unit time — IT"
then =■ fraction of molecules decomposing per 
unit time at higher pressures where the reaction 
rate is constant over a range of initial pressures# 
fhere.orej
oihV
Ui Koô - —  bW
and
ji P(o) k " irnnyav;  ̂ p+Kc**k!i?
aW
wasre p = initial pressure
t = gas constant /molecule* 
fne term a is the kinetic theory collision fac­
tor and naa oeen shown by Jeans (do) to be calcu­
lated from:
ae
where (T= molecular diameter
m =? molecular weight of the gas#
Then considering the molecule to consist of har-»
monic oscillators , from classical statistical me-
unanics n-2 - £******
w
(=* & e
t -  f t
- -L. (° ‘* *  {  &  £-*-~ ^nj/ (FTj L- l l + T  gj
If the seoona and all higher terms may fee neglect­
ed this reduces to
(7) n-2 ijU
« =  .i. x 6 ^  * e
(§)'.
(8) and h = K ̂r r r / p
Equation (8) may also oe written in the form:
(9) 1 _  1 + & X
k -  r l  • ?
This is fundumentally the equation of hinsiielwood 
and i.neory t# rom it a plot of l/k against l/p 
should result in a straight line with a slope of 
P*A>̂ o and an intercept of lAh^o • Tne teat for 
this equation is shown in figure 16* This plot 
shows the limiting pressure value (the pressure 
at which one should theoretically expect a de-






















orease in the rate constant) to o@ 40 mm* The 
discrepancy between the actually obtained points 
and the theoretically obtained straight line 
tfrom eqn*9) leads one to believe tnat this theory 
does not fit the facta very well* i'lie value of 
"n in equation (1) has been calculated as lollowe: 
(data at 175 ° 0,)
K+(k « l )xvrlin-1 Do# molecules react*
- Hi1 ing/ co»/ sec*
ifoi al ¥o • oo Hi e*J 
(in-l)J ions/ co*/ sec*
The total number of moleoulea is obtained from the
simple gas equation;
H _ PV X 6.06 X 1O20 40 2 6.06 X 1O20------- S3!------- =  7 S T T & T I 4 8
17= 8*69 X 10 molecules per co*
The number of moleoules reacting is then obtained 
from the observed high pressure rate constant:
£ = 7.5 X 10*4/ Bee*
Do, molecules reacting/cc,/seo* «■ -7*5 X IQ*4 X 8#69X10
= 6# 52 X 1014
The molecular diameter of ethyl chlorocarbonate is: 
density - 1*138 g*/oo* in liquid state 
Therefore: molecular volume = 108*5
T n s r T T fR r r iF *
= 1*58 X 10*"22co*/molecule,
The volume of a sphere is
aa
where (T = diameter of the sphere* 
rteili -jTrj3, __ l.tij z lo“2£
3*
(Tj- **6a X 10./ ̂  X 6 
77-
fl 1.60 X 10~^ X 6 =■ 6. 7 Z 10“Som8.
7T
fhe number of oolli8ion£>/co#/sei;» is then obtained 
from the following equation:
S =r 3.9<Tfc Brf where i< = 8#S15 X 107
~E molecular welgxt
= 3.9 X oT7;: X 1CT16 X l&st' X 104*4 Ca#£lb X 107x 448
l) 15375----
~£*44 X 10*6 collisions/ oc./seo* at 17b* 0#
fhen the right hand term in the equation reduces tot
Ho, molecules react- 14 «*ip
in^/co./sec* d*o2 X 10 .— 1#67 X 10JStal "noV oolTib fom / ~ HTf X To'86 
cc./aec*
rhe left hand term may simplified as follows 1
-JE + (in-Dhfi —  . (Sn-1
e  L— J ^
iin-l)! 
-K -(in-1 )I in-1 ) -}




j—  , • 4 < >4 £ X ii
(J n - 1 ) l o g + (in-1JJ - hi1 - ( in-1) X *4S4S -
log (in-1 ).'
= log (2.67 X IQ-1") = -11.6731
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Various values of n were then substituted in 
this equation to determine which would H t  the 
closest* The value of n found to give the best 
results by this method was 9*
Theories II and III*
Klee and Kamsperger (Theory II) consider that 
as soon as the energy is localized in one squared 
term the molecule becomes reactive while Kassel 
(Theory III) assumes that the energy must be loca* 
Used in two squared terms* It might be x>ertinent 
here to elucidate on the significance and meaning 
of ”s uaxed terms designated in the mathematical 
expressions uy the symbol ITnM* In tnis paper rn" 
represents the total number of quadratic terms by 
means ox which the energy of activation is defined* 
This idea was put forth concurrently and Indepen­
dently by ifinshelwood (10) and bowler and liidoal 
(11)* although three squared terms are required 
to define -he total kinetic energy of a molecule 
(36) only the resultant component along the line 
of centers (in a single direction) need be con­
sidered for collisiuiial purposes* for the col­
lision of two molecules two torus are required 
to define the kinetic energy* each defining the 
translational energy of one molecule* Certain
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of the Internal vibrational bond8 of each molecule 
also contribute to activation onorgy# considering 
all of the internal degrees of freedom involved 
and assuming tn&t the vibrations are simple eaoh 
contributes two additional squared terms; one for 
the kinetic and one for the potential vibrational 
energy*
The equations given under Theory I are essenti­
ally those of Rice and ham3perger and merely need 
clarification as to the terms used* In equation
(9) the constant $  has the following values
(10) n Ko.,g (kg) €  IT)
'  4 f W  cr* I—*?
The term K0 used in aquations (7) and (10) ia not 
the simple energy of activation as determined by 
the \rrhonius equation# As used by Hinahelwood 
actually has the value [il -+ ( Jii-DRt] where i£ 
is the Arrhenius value* i?ron previous oaloulationB 
the value of n required for the iiinshelwood equa­
tion ha.; been shown to be 9* This gives for the 
value of the energy of activation according to 
Theory I
£9,410 +3,140 - 2£,550 calories*
The value of K0 as well a. the value of n" in 
terms of Theory IX and III may easily be calculated 
from equation (7) in the following manner*
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rjaowing the Arrhenius value oi E the fraction 
of molecules iu one activuted state (Vi) was deter­
mined at three different temperatures**
(a) At 160 "c. _ K_
ft - ' 
log v, -
(b) .it 175° C.
log -V —
(c) At 195° C*
log k* =
Taking logs from equation (7) we have: 0
/n\i /n-f\ £> *4543
log w - - log®.1 log nr - — m —
ihen for the three temperatures taken: ^ *
W\i./n-l) *4343 X <~e
( d )  l o g  ivl o 0 - =  •  1 0 T T 7 l o g  r.TTBSB1 * " ' m
/n\i /n-2\ #4340 x &
(e) log .176. = - lostel'TTV log r.WfiBTTK'a -TL.WBTBH8
/n^7n-l\ #4543 X
<*) log w19£> - - iogC f/TT7 log i^ r r r r a  --x w b t x SSS
Substituting the calculated numerical values for log W 
and subtracting equation (e) from (d) and (I) from (e)* 
we havo;
E X #4543 _ 19*410 X *4343
■■■“ ■■‘x T S S ~
- - 16.059
£9,410 x .4345 _ • 14,£01I.«»3b x 4 <3 • ~
• £9,410 X .4040 _ “ 13.640
T.'W B g'Irrar" -
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(d) - (e)
(g) - Io*0o9 -+ 14,£ol = logGs)/ «• iog®.l+(;t 9
log
£. <£e n
l.ytidii x H Z  - l.SoBB x 448
+ *4543 £  i~TJo~£"4£d - ~r,“
<h) -.B08=(.Tr)log
«£> X 1.9005 x 440
l.WfcB X A ili 8 X 10"6cfD
=  ( x t t ) G o & 6) - a. 8 x lo"6 £.
Ti~>k
X* _ .808 T "  .026
C'° inrvnr-y”
(i) le) - If)
-8* i x 10
Equating the right hauci port!one of in) and (i)
(".808) (rjr9 (".026? _ («606) t~T~) (".019)
2* 8 x 10 2*1 X 10
2.1 ( *000 *013n * .026) = 2.0 i *606 .0u9hn -.019)
n = 14
substituting baafc in (h) for th© numerical value of 
we find
£ .808 (6) (»0i-0) _ .808 .1662.0 x 10 1*0 x 10
& —  34.430 calories*_ »964 X 10 
2.
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A test for Theories II and III may be ob­
tained by plotting log lc/k ̂  against log p^« Be­
cause of the dependence of ic upon^i in the equation 
given by Vernon and Daniels, i.e#
(11) log = log Pi “ log <Pi •£.)»
this plot should result in a curved line concave
to the log p^ axiB* This has been done in figure 17 
using the previously calculated values for and 
molecular diameter* Tha dat.. seems to fit the 
theoretical curve quite well*
It has often been suggested that in attempt­
ing to fit theoretical curves to experimental 
data one uay assume that the molecular diameter 
of a compound may be considered to be effectively 
much greater for activating and deactivating 
collisions than that calculated in the ordinary 
way from kinetic theory* This was suggested by 
fowler and Aide&l on the oasis that all of the 
energy of two molecules colliding may flov: into
one molcculo* However, ninsiiolwood (07) points
out, tTfhe difficulty about ihis suggestion is that 
the calculation of bimolecular reaction rateo can 
l;g carried out witn the ordinary diameter; it is 
therefore rather an jgyi hoc procedure to alter them
to explain one or tv.o tmimolocular reactions*”
A method of determining the applicability of 




















obtained by comparing the actual value of KQ cal-
oulated from the equation of both theories and
noting its relationship to the Arrhenius value*
According to Theory II the Arrhenius value for S
should be less than the critical energy by £fcT*
According to Theory III the difference between
/n~3\
the two energy values should be(JTTykT (22)*
The value previously calculated for has been 
found to be 34,450 calories/mol** while the A- 
rrhenius value obtained from Figure 15 is £9*410 
oals, The difference between the two is about 
5*000 cals* At 175 ° K the value of £kT is merely
/ngS)450 cals* while the value forL 2 ykT is (taking 
n ae 14) 5*5kT having a numerical value of 4*900 
calo* This last value agrees well with the theo- 
retically calculated value and leads us to beliefs 
that Theory III fits our data better*
£ome of the fundamental concepts of these 
modified theories may be briefly reviewed here*
At higher pressures where the measured rate ie di­
rectly dependent upon the breakdown of the mole­
cule itself* the collision frequency is great 
enough to keep a sufficient supply of activated 
molecules present* and a first order rate for the 
reaction should be expected* At low pressures
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where the primary faotor governing the rate of the 
reaction is collision frequency (a bimoleoular 
mechanism) with the subsequent production of acti­
vated molecules one would expect the reaction to 
become a second order one* At intermediate press­
ures* then* one would expect a continuously chang­
ing order* being essentially a transition from the 
first to second order# At extremely high pressures 
the collision frequency may become so great as to 
give a sufficiently rapid deactivation process 
through collision* that enough molecules in the 
activated state are not present at any given time 
to fceep up the first order reaction rate* 'i’hen 
at very high pressures the reaction should again 
tend to become of second order# Due to a lack; 
of the proper equipment it was impossible to study 
this reaction at the extreme pressure limits* fhe 
range covered* from the data obtained* appears to 
be from the lower transition point (from first to 
Becond order) into the truly first order region#
In plotting the log c against time curves it can 
be seen that the initial values* during the first 
few minutes* do not fall exactly upon the straight
line obtained over the major portion of the reac­
tion* fhie can be seen in iilgures 10 and 11*
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fthen the values of the concentration and time for 
this period were plotted according to bimoleoular 
theory it was found that this part of trie reaction 
corresponded to a second order rate« A plot of 
the reciprocal of the concentration against time* 
for second order reactionst should result in a 
straight line* fhls is exemplified in figure 18 
where these values are plotted for typical results 
of the studies made* i’rom this figure it can 
readily be seen thut during the very early stages 
the reaction is definitely of second order* Al­
though a McLeod gauge and a mercury vapor pump 
were built with the intentions of following our 
reaction down into the very low pressure region 
and determining exactly the pressure at which the 
entire reaction remains in the second order state# 
it was decided that it would be oetter for the 
present to uialce a thorough examination in the 
transition and relatively higher pressure region 
and leave the very low and very high pressure 
regions to be studied in the near future# fhe 
region studied is generally considered as the 
best for determining the values of theories I#
II and III# An exhaustive study into the very 
low pressure region will give# however, very
O -  150* C. 








oonolualve proof &3 to wuot&er theory XI or XXX 
la to 0t* proferrocU
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EFffSCX Of fOHSXOH tfiXKRZdU
The presence of inert gases in the reaction 
vessel daring the course of a reaction is a farther 
important factor in the a tody of unimoleoular 
gaseous reaotiona, It is generally believed that 
inert gases help to maintain the ^mxwell^Boltssman 
quota of aotirated moleoules# Thus* if to a low 
concentration of reactant is added sufficient inert 
gas to give an appreciable total pressure it might 
be expected that the rate of the reaction would be 
raised from the theoretical low pressure rate to a 
higher value* Shis ist of oourse, due to the fact 
that a collision between a reactant molecule and 
an inert gas molecule may lead to activation Just 
as well as collisions between two reactant molecules* 
In fact it has actually been found in certain cases 
(32, 86, 89), most notably hydrogen, that there is 
more possibility in producing an activated molecule 
by collision of a reactant molecule with a hydrogen 
molecule than by a collision of two reactant mole* 
coles.
Since nitrogen had been used to flush out the 
reaction vessel before use and since carbon dioxide 
was one of the reaotion products rune were made 
with Hg or 00g present. The data for these are
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tabulated in fable ii and am grtfkiuUy * « m  
in rig, IS* It aon k« seen from u *h  rami that, 
although tin Initial p i « w n  of ethyl sUmoar* 
beaate Itself was relatively low the reaction rata 
approximated the high pressure rata, indicating 
that Uw hozwell-aeltaiaan faotor w a  aaintainod*
Shis was aaanon to both nitrogen and carbon dlox* 
Ida* Zha Soot that a relatively high oonuentra* 
tioo of eerbon dioxide oaused an inorease, rather 
than a deorease, in tha speeifio rata la eubotane 
tiol indication that no reverse rooation occurred* 
i W M n r ,  inaaanoh no tha introduction of U0£ does 
not increase tha reaction rato over that of tho 
steady at to (£«,,) la also evidence that this pro- 
doot of tha raaotloa la in no way serving to eutu* 
lyse ita decomposition*
Farther investigation Is under way at present 
to determine more rigidly, ae wall ao quantitatively, 
tho offeota of thoeo and other gaaoa* It ia our 
purpose* aleo, to inveotigate the reaction both in 
the liquid phaee and in eolation, fbotechouleaj. 
ao well as thermal activation will be employed for 
otadying the roaotion* uuoh work should afford a 




1# It has been found that iodine trichloride,
though decomposing at low temperatures, is not 
suited for kinetic study because of the dlffi* 
oulty of preparing it in a pure state free from 
the mono* form and further because it yields 
heterogeneous products over the thermal decompo* 
altion range#
£• Dimethyl and diethyl carbonates have been
found to decompose* in the region of £00° 0#, uni* 
molecularly in the gaseous state} this deoomposi* 
tion being a heterogeneous reaction oatalysed by 
the surface of the enclosing vessel#
2# Ethyl oh loro oar Donate has been found to
decompose homogeneously and by a unimolecular 
mechanism between ISO and 19b* 0# and over 
pressure ranges from £0 to 700 mm* of mercury#
It is, therefore, a reaction quite suitable for 
kinetic study# The study of tuis reaction was 
made in an all*»glass system completely immersed 
in an oil thermostat, photoelectrioally controlled# 
The reaction was followed by noting the increase 
in pressure occurring as recorded by a glass 
barostat#
4# The speeifio rate of the reaction in the
high pressure region is given by the equationt
in /o W  k ^ M x  10 x ti
5. It has boon found that at low pro a sure a
tbo rate oonetant falls appreciably* substantiat­
ing the modified collision hypothesis for molec­
ular activation*
&« The hypothesis suggested by Kassel and
familiarly known as Theory H i  has been found to 
beat interpret the experimental data over the 
pressure ranges investigated*
7. go appreciable reverse reaction occurs#
8# COg and fig are without effect upon the
reaotion except insofar as they serve to increase 
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